Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the **Sunday, May 3, 2020** print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. **Four months after a mysterious new coronavirus began its deadly march around the globe, the search for a __________ has taken on an intensity never before seen in medical research, with huge implications for public health, the world economy and politics.** (MAIN)

2. **TODAY IN HISTORY:** Conservative Party leader Margaret Thatcher was chosen to become Britain’s first female prime minister. **What year did this take place?** (MAIN)

3. A Swiss company called Mootral, is studying whether an altered diet can make cattle burp and fart less methane. **What is methane and how is it contributing to climate change?** (MAIN)

4. **Here’s a ray of happy news for stir-crazy Washingtonians amid the coronavirus gloom: more than ______ state parks will reopen Tuesday for daytime use.** (MAIN)

5. **Amid coronavirus restrictions, interest in ________________ has soared as bored Americans notice a fascinating world just outside their windows. Downloads of popular bird-identification apps have spiked, and preliminary numbers show sales of bird feeders, nesting boxes and birdseed have jumped even as demand for other nonessential goods plummets.** (MAIN)

6. Davina Gruenstein has three kids, and only one of them is a dog. Not just any dog, either. It’s __________, a 2-year-old Alaskan malamute and the University of Washington’s 14th live mascot. (SPORTS)

7. This indefinite break from sports can be an opportunity to reconsider how we view women and sports. Huge steps have been taken toward creating equity in sports since the passing of Title IX in 1972, but the movement for women’s sports remains slowed by stereotypes of what? (SPORTS)

8. Here’s how Schneider characterized their mindset in that regard: “I think from day one, we’ve always talked about trying to build a football team that could go play anywhere. If it was in a park or a street or a football stadium, wherever. When we look at these guys, to have that ______ level, in our minds, they have to be willing to overcome some sort of obstacle.” (SPORTS)

9. The length of almost two football fields, the cargo ship Jupiter Spirit arrived in Los Angeles’ harbor on April 24 after an almost three-week journey from Japan, ready to unload its cargo of about 2,000 Nissan Armada SUVs, Rogue crossovers and Infiniti sedans in a quick, half-day operation.

   But when the ship, operated by Nissan’s freight arm, got about a mile offshore, its captain was ordered to drop anchor. And there the ship remained for almost a week — a floating symbol of what? (BUSINESS)
10. In the U.S., homebound employees are logging _____ hours more per day on the job than before the lockdowns, according to data from NordVPN, which tracks when users connect and disconnect from its service. Out of all countries that NordVPN tracks, U.S. workers had tacked on the most hours. (JOBS)
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